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DIRECT PURCHASE
MEMBER REFERENCE MANUAL

We make purchasing simple.
CES does the solicitation, evaluation, contract award and management so you don’t have to.

CES is LOCAL - COMPLIANT - EASY

10601 Research Road SE • Albuquerque, NM 87123
Phone 505.344.5470     Fax 505.344.9343

www.ces.org
Cooperative Educational Services is created through a Joint Powers Agreement 

to administer a purchasing cooperative.
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Welcome to CES Direct Purchase
A NEW WAY TO PURCHASE THROUGH CES

The purpose of this manual  is to introduce you to our new 
CES Direct Purchase model and familiarize you with how to 
purchase goods and services using this model.

Since 1979, we have primarily done business by having our members and participating entities issue 
their purchase orders to CES. We would verify pricing and reissue a PO to our vendors on their behalf.

Our vendors would provide the goods and services ordered, and bill CES. We would issue an invoice 
back to our members who paid CES, and we would in turn pay our vendors, less our administrative fee.

We tried to issue POs and invoices in four days or less, but sometimes orders just need to be processed 
faster!  As a result, we have developed a new way to purchase non-construction goods and 
services.

CES is implementing this process that allows for purchase orders to be made to vendors 
rather than to CES. The reason for the Direct Purchase model is threefold; members can get their 
orders placed quicker, vendors can deliver and get paid quicker, and members can see what vendors 
they are using from their financial software and specific spend information. These issues came directly 
from CES members and vendors, and CES’ new Electronic Blue Book is the “lynch pin” to making all 
this work. Training on the new CES Direct Purchase model will be available on our website.

Some of the major changes you will see are the new invoicing and payment procedures. With CES 
Direct Purchase you will issue your PO to the selected vendor and upload to CES through our online 
Blue Book. It is important that you upload your PO to CES so we can verify contract and pricing 
compliance. The Vendor will invoice you directly and you will pay the vendor.  

CONSTRUCTION
The CES Direct Purchase process will not include construction projects due to 
the additional requirements and paperwork needed. We will continue processing 
construction POs using the current method, described in Exhibit 4 – Simple Steps 
for Construction Purchases. Some examples of construction services provided by 
vendors can be playgrounds, bleachers, auditorium seating, structured cabling, tracks, turf, painting, 
carpeting, as well as building and remodeling.  Vendors who provide any construction services are not 
part of the Direct Purchase system.

The following pages will walk you through each way to purchase using CES’ contracts. We are dedicated 
to a smooth transition and making your purchasing experience as streamlined as possible, while keeping 
you compliant with the NM Procurement Code. The customer service we have provided will not diminish.
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CES Direct Purchase
Contact the Vendor You Have Selected
• The CES vendor will provide you with a quote detailing the product or service description, the CES 

contract number being used, and the current approved contract pricing.
• You (agency’s Buyer) can now do your own due diligence for your department by accessing CES’ 

Blue Book to ensure the prices quoted agree with the Vendor’s pricing filed with CES.
• Discrepancies in pricing should be reported to CES to be resolved, before creating your purchase order.

Prepare a Purchase Order to the Vendor and Send it to CES
• Your purchase order will be issued to the vendor and must reference their CES contract number. 

Before the vendor receives the PO, it must be reviewed and approved by CES.
• Each entity will provide CES a single email address to log in to our online Blue Book, to access the 

CES Direct Purchase portal and to receive notifications.
• To upload your PO and supporting vendor quote, go to www.ces.org to access CES’ online Blue Book 

and log in to the Direct Purchase portal. Note: Blanket POs are not required to have a quote uploaded.

CES Reviews PO and Quote
• A Purchasing Specialist will review a sampling of items on your purchase order and quote to determine 

the pricing and product is compliant with the specific contract. Once completed, the Purchasing 
Specialist will stamp your purchase order “CES Approved” and forward the purchase order to the 
vendor (and copy you) by email. CES vendors should not do any work or provide any products until 
they have received a CES Approved purchase order.

• If the vendor’s quote has discrepancies when compared to their contract pricing, products, or services, 
the PO will be entered in our system as “pending”. Both the Vendor and Member are notified via 
email of the corrective action needed.

• CES will work with the vendor to get the needed corrections. If your PO must be corrected, you will 
resubmit the revised PO through the same, upload process.

• The vendor will be given three business days to respond to the request for corrections. If the vendor 
is nonresponsive, CES will contact you so you may choose whether to continue with this vendor or 
select an alternate CES vendor from whom you may purchase.

Once corrections are made, the changes will be verified, the CES Approved stamp applied, and the 
PO will be forwarded to the vendor and you.

Vendor Provides Goods and Services, and Invoices Member Directly
• Upon receipt of the approved PO, the vendor will provide the goods or services to Member as 

specified in the quote. 
• Revisions or change orders must be forwarded to CES for review and will follow the same process as 

the original PO.  Only the quote for revised amounts needs to be uploaded with your change order PO.
Once you have satisfactorily received the items or services ordered, the vendor will invoice your entity 
directly, and you will pay the vendor.
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CES’ Direct Purchase team members are committed to quick turnaround of your purchase 
order. This means that the vendor will generally receive the "CES Approved" purchase order within one 
business day. Problems with a purchase order (such as incorrect pricing, including products or services 
that are not under contract, failing to attach a quote, etc.) will delay processing. Peak order periods, 
such as the beginning or end of a fiscal year, may have longer turnaround time. Even during peak 
periods, the Purchasing Specialists make every effort to process all orders within one business day.

Due Diligence
Please note that CES assists members with contract compliance verification. However, it is the 
members’ responsibility to independently verify that quotes and purchase orders comply with the terms 
of the contract. Contract files and pricing are available through CES’ new, electronic Blue Book on our 
website at www.ces.org to assist with meeting your due diligence responsibility. For members to view 
this pricing, you must contact CES’ I.T. department for a user ID and password. Only one user ID will 
be issued to each entity. It is important that this information not be shared outside of your organization. 
This pricing is being offered to you as a member of CES.

Exceptions
Some orders such as construction POs and orders that are currently issued directly to vendors, require 
different processing. Instructions for processing such orders are provided in the exhibits at the end of 
this manual. (See Exhibits 3 and 4.)

Payments
In general, vendors will invoice at the time products are shipped or services provided. Each contracted 
vendor has slightly different invoicing procedures.

Please work very closely with the contracted vendor to ensure payment is made in a timely manner. 
If you and the vendor are unable to agree upon matters relating to the invoice and/or general billing, 
please contact CES for assistance.

Vendor Pricing
CES contract pricing can be fixed- price, percentage of discount off a specified price list, or a combination 
of both. Service contracts are typically based on hourly rates or for architects and engineers, can be 
a percentage of the project, based on the total dollar volume of the project. For contracts that use a 
discount off a price list, new price lists become part of the contract upon CES’ approval.

All price changes are subject to CES’ approval. Special offers, quantity discounts, etc., must be received 
and approved by CES before they are offered to you.

Returns
CES has many contracts, each with a unique policy regarding returns. For products purchased under a 
CES contract, returns should be arranged directly with the contracted vendor. 

Contact the vendor as quickly as possible to request a return. After you have met the requirement of 
the return policy and accepted the obligation to pay any restock fees, the vendor will arrange for return 
of the product. Products must be returned as directed by the contracted vendor. They are not routed 
through CES. 

CES does not accept responsibility for items returned to our office in error.
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Things to Remember
• Advise us of any changes in your email address, contact person, phone numbers, and other 

information.
• Upload purchase orders made out to the contract 

vendor through the Blue Book portal to CES.
• Include the applicable CES contract number on your 

purchase order.
• Send PO revisions and/or project change orders to 

CES in the same manner as the original PO.
• Make payments directly to the contract vendor who 

performed the services or delivered the goods.
• Contact CES for assistance with questions, problems 

and/or disputes just as you do now.

Upload Purchase Orders
Upload purchase orders with quote (POs must be made out to the vendor) at www.ces.org. Go to 
CES’ online Blue Book and log in to the Direct Purchase portal.

For CES information and purchasing procedures, please visit the website at www.ces.org or call  
(505) 344-5470.

CES’ REVIEW TOOLS
As part of the service CES provides its members, CES Purchasing Specialists perform an initial review 
sampling for contract and price compliance on member purchase orders using a CES contract. After the 
CES Purchasing Specialists have completed their review, members and vendors will simultaneously 
receive a copy of the “CES Approved” purchase order and quote via email.  

CES’ Procurement Stamps
The “CES Approved” stamp indicates that CES has done an internal 
contract and price compliance check and the Purchase Order is ready 
to be initiated by the vendor. CES sends members and vendors copies 
of reviewed POs via email with documentation attached. All CES 
contract orders should be stamped “CES pproved”. If you receive an 
unstamped PO, please send it back to CES for review.
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Step by Step – How to upload your PO to CES 
Go to www.CES.org and select Blue Book 

1. Once you open the Blue Book, you will see “Member Login” in the top right corner of the page. 

 

2. Click on Member Login and a box will open where you will enter your Username and Password. 

 

 

3. After you log in, find the vendor you want to use by entering their name in the Vendor search box.  If 
you do not know which vendor to use, you may select the type of goods or services in Category, 
Subcategory or even select vendors in your own Region.  If you are uncertain of any of the 
categories, there is also a Keyword Search. 
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4. Once you select the vendor and have obtained a quote, click on the vendor’s name or logo, or any 
space in line with the vendor’s name.  This will open a little more detail, including the vendor’s 
address, phone number, and website.  Additionally, you will see the “Submit PO via Direct 
Purchase” button when you select a Direct Purchase Vendor.  (If there is no button, you will issue 
your PO to CES and submit it through our usual process.)  There is a brief description of the 
vendor’s products and services, and below that, their CES contracts are listed.  To look at pricing, or 
to download the vendor’s W-9 or contract documents, click the hyperlink under “Contract”. 

 
 

5. Once you are ready to submit your PO, click the “Submit PO via Direct Purchase” button, shown 
above.  This will open a page that looks like the form below.  Your Member name (Entity, not personal 
name) will populate automatically based on your login.  The email address, and vendor will also 
populate automatically.  The “Contract #” has a drop-down list from which to select the contract you 
will be using. The Category and Subcategory will auto-populate. 
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6. Below the subcategory, you will see “Vendor Email Address, please select contact name”.   When 
you click on the blank, all email addresses uploaded by the vendor will populate for you to choose 
from.  Some vendors have only one name listed; others have many.  You can only select one contact 
name for this entry. 

 

7. After selecting the Vendor Email Address (contact name), you will enter your PO number, amount, 
and date of PO as shown above.  The next line asks the question is this a “Blanket PO?”.  You will 
see there is a drop-down arrow that gives you the option of “No, Quote is required” or “Yes, Quote is 
not required”.  In the example above, the quote was required.  Wherever you see a red asterisk * 
on the form, that indicates the field must be filled in order to upload your PO.  If your PO is a 
“blanket” PO, no quote will be required.  If uploading the quote is bypassed, but it is not a blanket PO, 
this will slow the process of Approval. 
 

8. The next line on the form is “Upload PO” which states the “CES contract number must be referenced 
on PO”.  Again, this will help to expedite the approval process, so even if it is hand-written on the face 
of your PO, please try to include it.  There is a button to “Choose File” that you click to find your file 
and attach it to this form.  You may also drag the document from the file location if you prefer. 

Below Upload PO is a blank to enter the “Vendor Quote #”.  This is important to include, because 
often vendors will give you more than one quote before your PO is issued.  If there is no quote #, 
please enter the quote date.  Next, please “Upload Quote” by clicking “Choose File,” or dragging 
your file to this button.  Finally, select “Submit”. 
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Once you select “Submit” you should have a message pop up on your screen like below. 

 

If you should get an error message, please contact CES for assistance. 
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CONTACT US
Administrative Questions 

David Chavez, Executive Director 505-344-5470 david@CES.org

Robin Strauser, Deputy Executive Director 505-344-5470 robin@CES.org
Contract Questions  

Gustavo Rossell, Procurement Manager 505-344-5470 gustavo@CES.org

John Tortelli, Procurement and Contract Specialist 505-344-5470 johnt@CES.org

Joe Valencia, Procurement and Contract Specialist 505-344-5470 joe@CES.org
Purchase Order and Invoice Questions  

Lori O’Rourke, Business Services Coordinator 505-344-5470 lori@CES.org

Rhianna Chavez, Purchasing Specialist 505-344-5470 rhiannna@CES.org

Margaret Mikelson, Purchasing Specialist 505-344-5470 margaret@CES.org

Diane Hajek, Purchasing Specialist 505-344-5470 dhajek@CES.org

Jacklyn Serrano, Purchasing Specialist 505-344-5470 jacklyn@CES.org

Holly Goodall, Purchasing Specialist 505-344-5470 hgoodall@CES.org

Natasha (Tasha) Ortiz, Purchasing Specialist 505-344-5470 nortiz@CES.org
Accounting Questions  

Kelly Bassham, Audit Specialist 505-344-5470 kelly@CES.org

Bridget Rivera, Audit Specialist 505-344-5470 bridget@CES.org

Elizabeth Diaz, Audit Specialist 505-344-5470 ediaz@CES.org
IT Questions

Brad Schroeder, IT Manager 505-344-5470 brad@CES.org
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Exhibit 2 
CES Simple Steps for NEW Direct Purchase Process

 

•Quotes are obtained from the vendor.
•Quotes are not required for Blanket POs.

Member Obtains Price Quote

•PO is made out to Vendor, not CES.
•CES contract number must be referenced on member's PO.

Member Prepares PO

•Log in on CES Direct Purchase portal.
•Upload PO and Quote to CES. 
•Vendors: if you receive a PO directly, without the CES Approved stamp, NOTIFY 
CES IMMEDIATELY!

Member Sends PO to CES

CES Reviews PO

•Discrepancies noted,  PO entered as "Pending".
•Member & Vendor are notified of problems and corrective action via email.
•Member returns corrected PO to CES.

PO OK?...No

•Email subject will reference CES' confirmation of member's PO and any correction.
•CES will stamp "CES APPROVED" on member PO.
•PO will be emailed simultaneoulsly to Vendor and Member.

PO OK?... Yes

•Goods/services must be provided exactly as described in PO.
•PO Revisions or change orders must be forwarded to CES for review.
•Revision and change order processing will be the same as new POs.

Vendor Provides Goods/Services

•CES' admin fee is included in the invoiced amount.

Vendor Invoices Member

• Invoices for line item POs should match the purchase order.
•Prices for Blanket PO invoices can be verified with prices posted

on CES' website in the blue book. (CES will not see invoices to review or approve.)

Member Reviews Invoice

•Member coordinates correction with vendor.

Invoice OK?... No

•Member pays invoice amount to vendor.
•CES admin fee included in payment to vendor.
•Vendor pays CES.

Invoice OK?... Yes
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CREATE PO TO VENDOR AND REFERENCE CES CONTRACT NUMBER

CONTACT A PARTICIPATING CES VENDOR

TELL THEM YOU WANT TO SET UP A DIRECT PURCHASE  
ACCOUNT USING THE CES CONTRACT

VENDOR WILL SET UP A SPECIAL LOGIN FOR PURCHASING

LOG IN TO VENDOR WEBSITE FOR QUOTE

VENDOR DELIVERS PRODUCT AND BILLS ENTITY DIRECTLY

VENDOR REBATES ADMIN FEE TO CES

ENTITY PAYS VENDOR DIRECTLY

 Simple Steps for ONLINE Direct Vendor Purchases

ONLINE DIRECT PARTICIPATING VENDORS
• BSN SPORTS/SPORTS SUPPLY GROUP
• CDWG LLC
• LABATT FOOD SERVICE
• OFFICEWISE FURNITURE & SUPPLY
• SCHOOL OUTFITTERS
• QUILL 
• MNJ TECHNOLOGIES 

• SCHOOL SPECIALTY (AFFILIATES BELOW)
• CHILDCRAFT EDUCATION CORP FOSS
• FREY SCIENTIFIC SAX ARTS & CRAFTS
• SPORTIME, LLC
• STAPLES
• TROXELL COMMUNICATIONS
 

Exhibit 3
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CES Simple Steps for Construction Purchases
Exhibit 4
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CES Cooperative Educational Services 
10601 Research Road SE 
Albuquerque, NM 87123

Phone 505.344.5470   •   Fax 505.344.9343
www.ces.org


